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UT-N602U14DP series is an economical and highly integrated transceiver rack for equipment room
management. The rack has a maximum capacity of 14 different types of fiber optic transceivers. It is powered by
dual power supplies and has an intelligent power-off alarm function. This not only reduces the number of
connecting lines, simplifies the structure, but also facilitates management and maintenance. Possess reliable
protection equipment function (protect the fiber optic transceiver module from being damaged by external AC
220V surge high voltage); Provide a reliable regulated power supply, and the voltage of the single horizontal slot
of the module is the standard voltage, which ensures the reliability and stability of the performance of the fiber
optic transceiver module.

Item UT-N602U14DP

Product Name 14-slot fiber optic transceiver rack (with intelligent alarm function)

Hardware Specs

LED Indicators

Power Indicator PWR light

Power Requirements

 The configuration of main and backup power supply ensures the
uninterrupted operation of the system, and it has the function of
intelligent power failure alarm;

 Support two power supply modes of AC 220V and DC-48V, suitable
for various working environments;

 Support a single rack to manage desktop transceivers with multiple
types of rates, which greatly improves the applicability of the
system;

 Each desktop transceiver supports hot plug function;
 Modular power supply design is adopted, which is convenient for

maintenance and has better shielding performance, which prevents
the electromagnetic signal generated by the power supply from
interfering with the normal operation of the module group;

 Standard chassis, which can be installed in the rack of the computer
room, for unified management and maintenance;

 A maximum of 14 fiber optic transceivers can be inserted into the
rack at the same time, and each transceiver can have different
speeds;

 Each transceiver can be plugged and unplugged on the rack
independently of each other, and can also work cooperatively;

 Exquisite and beautiful, light in weight, good ventilation and heat
conduction design, to ensure the normal and stable operation of the
system.
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Model Slot Dimensions Power Functions

UT-N602U14DP-220 14 19 inch 2U rack AC 220V Dual Power Transceiver With intelligent alarm

UT-N602U14DP-48 14 19 inch 2U rack DC 48V Dual Power Transceiver With intelligent alarm

Input Voltage AC voltage: AC 85~265V, frequency: 50/60Hz (single power supply or dual power supply backup)

Power Consumption MAX 95W

Power Output DC 5V 16A

Operating Environment

Operating

Temperature

-20~70℃

Operating Humidity 5%~90%

Storage Temperature -40~70℃

Storage Humidity 5%~90% (no condensation)

Mechanical Characteristics

Dimensions 426*230*90mm (L*W*H)

Installation Method Rack mount

Heat Dissipation

Method

Cooling fan

Structure 2U rack type can be placed in a standard 19-inch cabinet

Dimensions


